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New Bible Companion 1990 the new bible companion shows
how each book of the bible relates to scripture as a
whole it examines the historical setting author date
geography and purpose of each book outlines reveal the
structure of each book and copious notes address the
major interpretive problems and historical concerns
Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 2009-12-27 the
tyndale new testament commentaries have long been a
trusted resource for bible study written by some of the
world s most distinguished evangelical scholars these
twenty volumes offer clear reliable and relevant
explanations of every book in the new testament these
tyndale volumes are designed to help readers understand
what the bible actually says and what it means the
introduction to each volume gives a concise but
thorough description of the authorship date and
historical background of the biblical book under
consideration the commentary itself examines the text
section by section drawing out its main themes it also
comments on individual verses and deals with problems
of interpretation the aim throughout is to get at the
true meaning of the bible and to make its message plain
to readers today
The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 1983 the old
testament book about job is one of the supreme
offerings of the human mind to the living god and one
of the best gifts of god to men writes francis andersen
the task of understanding it is as rewarding as it is
strenuous one is constantly amazed at its audacious
theology and at the magnitude of its intellectual
achievement job is a prodigious book in the vast range
of its ideas in its broad coverage of human experience
in the intensity of its passion in the immensity of its
concept of god and not least in its superb literary
craftsmanship from one man s agony it reaches out to
the mystery of god beyond words and explanations
publisher
Job 1976 r t france s study of matthew s gospel is a
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contribution to the tyndale new testament commentaries
a popular commentary designed to help the general bible
reader understand clearly what the text actually says
and what it means without undue recourse to scholarly
technicalities
The Gospel According to Matthew 1985 in the book of
acts the story of jesus begun in the gospel of luke
broadens into the story of the holy spirit guiding the
fledgling church to proclaim the saving reality of
jesus while attentive to luke s roles as a literary
artist and theologian i howard marshall focuses
primarily on luke s role as a historian he provides the
reader with an accurate balanced and holistic picture
of the church s monumental first years as it sought to
fulfill christ s mandate to preach the gospel to the
ends of the earth the original unrevised text of this
volume has been completely retypeset and printed in a
larger more attractive format with the new cover design
for the series the tyndale new testament commentaries
have long been a trusted resource for bible study
written by some of the world s most distinguished
evangelical scholars these twenty volumes offer clear
reliable and relevant explanations of every book in the
new testament the tyndale volumes are designed to help
readers understand what the bible actually says and
what it means the introduction to each volume gives a
concise but thorough description of the authorship date
and historical background of the biblical book under
consideration the commentary itself examines the text
section by section drawing out its main themes it also
comments on individual verses and deals with problems
of interpretation the aim throughout is to get at the
true meaning of the bible and to make its message plain
to readers today
The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 1978 the tyndale
old testament commentaries have long been a trusted
resource for bible study written by some of the world s
most distinguished evangelical scholars these volumes
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offer clear reliable and relevant explanations of every
book in the old testament these tyndale volumes are
designed to help readers understand what the bible
actually says and what it means the introduction to
each volume gives a concise but thorough description of
the authorship date and historical background of the
biblical book under consideration the commentary itself
examines the text section by section drawing out its
main themes it also comments on individual verses and
deals with problems of interpretation the aim
throughout is to get at the true meaning of the bible
and to make its message plain to readers today
Acts 2014-06-18 morris s study on the gospel of luke is
part of the tyndale new testament commentaries a
popular series designed to help the general bible
reader understand clearly what the text actually says
and what it means without overuse of scholarly
technicalities
Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries 2009-12-27 paul s
long complicated history with the corinthian church
culminates in this ardent defense of christian ministry
in general and of his own ministry in particular in
this revised edition colin kruse updates and expands
his insightful analysis that illuminates paul s
contrast of the old and new covenants and his eloquent
exposition of the ministry of reconciliation he also
charts a clear plausible course through the maze of the
literary history of paul s correspondence with the
corinthian christians the tyndale new testament
commentaries have long been a trusted resource for
bible study written by some of the world s most
distinguished evangelical scholars these twenty volumes
offer clear reliable and relevant explanations of every
book in the new testament these tyndale volumes are
designed to help readers understand what the bible
actually says and what it means the introduction to
each volume gives a concise but thorough description of
the authorship date and historical background of the
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biblical book under consideration the commentary itself
examines the text section by section drawing out its
main themes it also comments on individual verses and
deals with problems of interpretation the aim
throughout is to get at the true meaning of the bible
and to make its message plain to readers today
Luke 1988 the tyndale new testament commentaries have
long been a trusted resource for bible study written by
some of the world s most distinguished evangelical
scholars these twenty volumes offer clear reliable and
relevant explanations of every book in the new
testament these tyndale volumes are designed to help
readers understand what the bible actually says and
what it means the introduction to each volume gives a
concise but thorough description of the authorship date
and historical background of the biblical book under
consideration the commentary itself examines the text
section by section drawing out its main themes it also
comments on individual verses and deals with problems
of interpretation the aim throughout is to get at the
true meaning of the bible and to make its message plain
to readers today book jacket
2 Corinthians 2015-06-05 the cornerstone biblical
commentary series 18 volumes provides students pastors
and laypeople with up to date accessible evangelical
scholarship on the old and new testaments presenting
the message for each passage as well as an overview of
other issues relevant to the text each volume equips
pastors and christian leaders with exegetical and
theological knowledge so they can better understand and
apply god s word this volume includes the entire nlt
text of 1st and 2nd corinthians ideal for the nlt
reader who wants to do more in depth study william r
baker ph d university of aberdeen is professor of new
testament at cincinnati bible seminary in cincinnati
ohio he is the general editor of stone campbell journal
and the author and editor of several books and articles
including evangelicalism and the stone campbell
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movement and sticks and stones the biblical ethics of
talk he has also written a commentary on 2 corinthians
for the college press niv commentary series ralph p
martin ph d university of london is in his fifth decade
as a teacher scholar and mentor he is distinguished
scholar in residence at fuller theological seminary at
the graduate school of theology of azusa pacific
university and at logos evangelical seminary in
pasadena california he is the author of numerous
studies and commentaries on the new testament including
worship in the early church the philippians in the
tyndale new testament commentary series and james in
the word biblical commentary for which he also serves
as new testament editor he also co edited the
dictionary of paul and his letters and the dictionary
of the later new testament and its developments
ordained to the baptist ministry in 1949 dr martin has
pastored churches in dunstable southport and gloucester
england carl n toney ph d loyola university chicago is
adjunct assistant professor of new testament at fuller
theological seminary in pasadena california he edited
and contributed to the revised edition of 2 corinthians
in the word biblical commentary series and is the
author of paul s inclusive ethic resolving community
conflicts and promoting mission in romans 14 15 a
licensed minister in the american baptist convention dr
toney is also a member of the society of biblical
literature
The Gospel According to John 2004 a child describes
situations that bring about fear how it feels to be
scared and what can make things better
Cornerstone Biblical Commentary, 1 - 2 Corinthians 2009
discusses the bible s book of daniel and studies the
book s main themes ideas and messages
The Letter to the Hebrews 1983 marshall s commentary on
the book of acts is a contribution to the tyndale new
testament commentaries a popular study aid designed to
help the general bible reader understand clearly what
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the text actually says and what it means without going
into scholarly technicalities
Daniel 1978 f f bruce s study on romans is a
contribution to the tyndale new testament commentaries
a popular commentary designed to help the general bible
reader understand clearly what the text actually says
and what it means without undue recourse to scholarly
technicalities
The Acts of the Apostles 1980 preaching s 2017 survey
of bibles and bible reference the genius of the letter
of james lies in its powerfully simple call for
repentance for action for a consistent christian
lifestyle in this revised commentary douglas moo allows
james s words to cut through our theological debates
our personal preconceptions our spiritual malaise and
return us to an invigorating transforming christianity
this second edition volume in the storied tyndale new
testament commentary series includes a new extensive
introduction analysis and section by section commentary
of the book of james the bible is being translated
commented on read studied preached and analyzed as
never before but it is questionable whether it is being
obeyed to a comparable degree says moo in the preface
all this suggests that the message of james is one that
we all need to hear and obey the tyndale new testament
commentaries have long been a trusted resource for
bible study written by some of the world s most
distinguished evangelical scholars these twenty volumes
offer clear reliable and relevant explanations of every
book in the new testament these tyndale volumes are
designed to help readers understand what the bible
actually says and what it means the introduction to
each volume gives a concise but thorough description of
the authorship date and historical background of the
biblical book under consideration the commentary itself
examines the text section by section drawing out its
main themes it also comments on individual verses and
deals with problems of interpretation the aim
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throughout is to get at the true meaning of the bible
and to make its message plain to readers today
The Letter of Paul to the Romans 1985 paul s letter to
the philippians may aptly be seen as a meditation on
joy but paul s joy rather than the result of ease and
comfort is a contentedness made pure through suffering
he has learned the secret of being content in any and
every situation whether well fed or hungry whether
living in plenty or in want ralph martin shows how
these themes flow from and emulate christ s humility
lead to spiritual fellowship among believers and
contribute to spreading the gospel this classic
commentary has been completely retypeset and presented
in a fresh vibrant new large paperback format with new
global branding
James 2015-03-10 the life application bible commentary
series is the only commentary to offer sermon and
lesson applications alongside stirring commentary each
volume in the series provides in depth explanation
background and application for every verse in the text
perfect for sermon preparation and lesson planning this
one of a kind reference provides excellent quotes and a
bibliography for additional commentary additional
features include charts diagrams and maps on the same
page as their related verses quotes from various
versions such as the niv nrsv and nlt key information
graphically highlighted
Philippians 2009-01-16 mark wrote his gospel to explain
why and how jesus is the messiah and son of god who
fulfills god s promises as he proclaims and embodies
the coming kingdom of god mark emphasizes jesus
authority and also his suffering and death as god s
will for his messianic mission this tyndale new
testament commentary from eckhard schnabel seeks to
help today s christian disciples communicate the
significance of jesus and the transforming power of the
good news an exegetical commentary on the gospel of
mark this volume will be useful for preachers bible
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teachers and non specialists alike
Exodus 1973 the life application bible commentary is
the only work to offer sermon and lesson applications
alongside stirring commentary it comes complete with
charts diagrams maps quotations bibliography and short
articles on specific topics
Romans 2021-03-02 the bible is being translated
commented on read studied preached and analyzed as
never before but it is questionable whether it is being
obeyed to a comparable degree says douglas moo in the
preface to his commentary on james all this suggests
that the message of james is one that we all need to
hear and obey no profound theologian james genius lied
in his profound moral earnestness in his powerfully
simple call for repentance for action for a consistent
christian lifestyle his words need to thrust through
our theological debates our personal preconceptions our
spiritual malaise and set us back on the road to a
biblical invigorating transforming christianity the
tyndale new testament commentaries have long been a
trusted resource for bible study written by some of the
world s most distinguished evangelical scholars these
twenty volumes offer clear reliable and relevant
explanations of every book in the new testament these
tyndale volumes are designed to help readers understand
what the bible actually says and what it means the
introduction to each volume gives a concise but
thorough description of the authorship date and
historical background of the biblical book under
consideration the commentary itself examines the text
section by section drawing out its main themes it also
comments on individual verses and deals with problems
of interpretation the aim throughout is to get at the
true meaning of the bible and to make its message plain
to readers today the original unrevised text of this
volume has been completely retypeset and printed in a
larger more attractive format with the new cover design
for the series
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Mark 2017-06-06 cole s study on the gospel of mark is
part of the tyndale new testament commentaries a
popular series designed to help the general bible
reader understand clearly what the text actually says
and what it means without undue dependence on scholarly
technicalities
Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 1974 tydale new
testament commenteries contains the epistle of
ephesiansand also book 10
The Revelation of St. John 1980 the stories of samuel
saul and david are among the most memorable in the old
testament yet the lives of these individuals are bound
up in the larger story of god s purpose for his people
in this tyndale old testament commentary v philips long
explores the meaning of the biblical history of israel
s vital transition from a confederation of tribes to
nationhood under a king he shows how attending to the
books of samuel repays its readers richly in terms of
literary appreciation historical knowledge and
theological grounding the tyndale commentaries are
designed to help the reader of the bible understand
what the text says and what it means the introduction
to each book gives a concise but thorough treatment of
its authorship date original setting and purpose
following a structural analysis the commentary takes
the book section by section drawing out its main themes
and also comments on individual verses and problems of
interpretation additional notes provide fuller
discussion of particular difficulties in the new old
testament volumes the commentary on each section of the
text is structured under three headings context comment
and meaning the goal is to explain the true meaning of
the bible and make its message plain
Romans 1992 the book of hebrews is quite challenging
claims commentary author donald guthrie since there are
many open questions about authorship historical setting
and audience more than most new testament books hebrews
requires detailed explanations of the background
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allusions within it which reference the priesthood of
christ being directly linked to the old levitical order
above all hebrews deals with the important question how
can we approach god the tyndale new testament
commentaries have long been a trusted resource for
bible study written by some of the world s most
distinguished evangelical scholars these twenty volumes
offer clear reliable and relevant explanations of every
book in the new testament the original unrevised text
of this volume has been completely retypeset and
printed in a larger more attractive format with the new
cover design for the series these tyndale volumes are
designed to help readers understand what the bible
actually says and what it means the introduction to
each volume gives a concise but thorough description of
the authorship date and historical background of the
biblical book under consideration the commentary itself
examines the text section by section drawing out its
main themes it also comments on individual verses and
deals with problems of interpretation the aim
throughout is to get at the true meaning of the bible
and to make its message plain to readers today
James 2009-05-18 arthur cundall and leon morris join
forces in this introduction and commentary to the books
of judges and ruth they follow a similar pattern
discussing political and religious questions raised by
these books and forcibly bringing out the present
relevance of their messages
The Gospel According to Mark 1989 the book of
ecclesiastes has long puzzled christians and even
scholars what does the book mean and what relevance
does it have to our lives michael eaton provides a
passage by passage analysis that attempts to account
for the oddities of the text and to show how its
message applies to us
Deuteronomy 1974 the life application bible commentary
series is the only commentary to offer sermon and
lesson applications alongside stirring commentary each
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volume in the series provides in depth explanation
background and application for every verse in the text
perfect for sermon preparation and lesson planning this
one of a kind reference provides excellent quotes and a
bibliography for additional commentary additional
features include charts diagrams and maps on the same
page as their related verses quotes from various
versions such as the niv nrsv and nlt key information
graphically highlighted
Ezekiel 1969 paul s epistle to the romans changed the
lives of many great christian thinkers including
augustine martin luther john wesley and karl barth
however while romans has been among the most
influential books of the new testament it has also been
the subject of some of the church s most heated debates
what is justification by faith what is the relationship
between law and grace what is god s ultimate purpose
for israel without losing sight of the simplicity of
the gospel f f bruce guides us along the difficult but
rewarding paths of this great letter the original
unrevised text of this volume has been completely
retypeset and printed in a larger more attractive
format with the new cover design for the series the
tyndale new testament commentaries have long been a
trusted resource for bible study written by some of the
world s most distinguished evangelical scholars these
twenty volumes offer clear reliable and relevant
explanations of every book in the new testament these
tyndale volumes are designed to help readers understand
what the bible actually says and what it means the
introduction to each volume gives a concise but
thorough description of the authorship date and
historical background of the biblical book under
consideration the commentary itself examines the text
section by section drawing out its main themes it also
comments on individual verses and deals with problems
of interpretation the aim throughout is to get at the
true meaning of the bible and to make its message plain
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to readers today
The Letter of Paul to the Ephesians 1989 the tyndale
new testament commentaries tntc have long been a
trusted resource for bible study written by some of the
world s most distinguished evangelicals scholars
including f f bruce leon morris n t wright and donald
guthrie these twenty volumes offer clear reliable and
relevant explanations of every book in the new
testament formerly distributed by eerdmans publishing
co intervarsity press is pleased to begin offering this
series as a compliment to the popular tyndale old
testament commentaries totc like the totcs the tntc
volumes are designed to help readers understand what
the bible actually says and what it means the aim
throughout is to get at the true meaning of the bible
and to make its message plain to readers today
1 and 2 Samuel 2020-05-26 new commentary on the fourth
new testament gospel
Hebrews 2015-04-24 what does it mean for believers to
be a royal priesthood a holy nation for christ to be
our great high priest our passover lamb r k harrison
analyzes the book of leviticus in its historical and
theological setting providing the needed context for a
new testament understanding of these themes
Judges and Ruth 2008-05-01
Judges And Ruth 2017-08-17
Ecclesiastes 2009-04-01
John 2021-03-02
Romans 2014-06-10
1 Corinthians 2007
John 2017
Leviticus, an Introduction and Commentary 1980
Genesis 1967
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